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The theorems of propositional ogic constitute a determinate-linear- 
bounded, hence a context-sensitive, language. The proof extends to any 
propositional logic with a finite characteristic model but is contrasuggestive 
for monadic predicate logic and for modal and intuitionist logics. 
The formulae of propositional logic, in Polish notation on terminal alphabet 
{n, c, p, '}, are generated by the single-counter (C1) grammar 
S -~ nS[ cS(-4-1)]pA 
A -+ 'S(--1) ] 'A (count :~ 0) 
A --~ '1 'A (count = 0) 
Figures in parentheses are counter-increments: n and c are negation and 
material conditional operators, respectively, and p', p", p ' ,  ... are propositional 
variables. 
Polish notation is of a simpler grammatical type than standard (Russellian) 
notation which, in virtue of embedding of formulae in brackets within 
formulae, requires a CF grammar. 
The theorems of propositional logic are a subset of the formulae, usually 
defined by axiom schemata nd derivation rules; for example, schemata 
cc~¢cc¢o~cJ?to, c~cn¢4J and ccn¢¢¢ and the rule of detachment ¢, c~¢-+¢ 
(4, ¢, o~ any formulae). The set of theorems is not a CF language since all 
formulae of the form c¢¢ must be members, but not in general those of form 
c¢¢; and CF generation cannot provide matched substrings (Chomsky, 1963, 
Theorem 15). The question of a CS grammar is a more difficult one. Deriva- 
tion of theorems using the rule of detachment could provide the basis of an 
unrestricted rewriting-rule grammar, but not of a CS one, since in a CS 
grammar no derivation can reduce the length of a string, whereas aproof of 
by detachment must always be preceded by the proof of a longer string c~b¢. 
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The set of theorems i recursive, but by a result of Putnam (Chomsky, 1959, 
Footnote 7a) there are recursive sets that are not CS languages. According to a 
well-known result (Gentzen, 1935; Kleene, 1952), proof procedures are 
possible that do not use detachment, but Gentzen still has length reducing 
rules, in particular a rule of contraction, namely (in its simplest form) ¢, 
---> ¢. An alternative method of proving theorems is by relating them to 
equivalent expressions in a normal form in which theoremhood is perspicuous, 
but it is not in general possible to convert a formula in normal form into an 
arbitrary equivalent formula without use of length reducing transformations. 
Other systems of nonbranching or "linear" inference (Craig, 1957) are known, 
but also involve length reduction. An ancestor of nonbranching inference 
systems i the system of"existential graphs" (Peirce, 1933; Prior, 1967), which 
divides rules neatly into those that add to and those that delete from the 
formula under treatment, but not all theorems can be generated without use 
of the deletion rules. Peirce uses adjunction for conjunction, order of conjuncts 
being nonsignificant, and enclosure (representable by brackets) for negation: 
an example of a theorem that cannot be generated without deletion is 
((¢¢)(¢(¢))((¢)¢)((¢)(¢))). 
The proof that follows is based not on generation of theorems from shorter 
theorems but, in effect, on checking of arbitrarily generated formulae by 
truth tables. As such it does not even provide an existence proof of a derivation 
of the former kind. It demonstrates, however, that the theorems of proposi- 
tional logic are a DLB language, and hence a CS language. 
THEOREM 1. There is a DLB automaton that accepts just the theorems of 
propositional logic. 
Proof. Assume Kuroda's definition of a DLB automaton (Kuroda, 1964) 
and Polish notation in c, n, p, ' as above. The proof, which will not in any case 
be given in detail, is broadly independent of variations in notation. The 
automaton, provided with a tape containing a string #¢#,  proceeds as 
follows: 
(1) checks that¢ is a formula, 
(2) allocates the value 0 to each propositional variable, indicated by 
writing each p as Po, and calculates a value V(¢) for ~; then, provided that 
v(¢) = 1, 
(3) alters 'P0' to 'Pl', indicating value 1, at all occurrences of the p with 
the smallest number of primes; recalculates V(¢) and, provided it is 1, 
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(4) alters 'P l '  back to 'P0' and, in the case of the variable with the next 
smallest number of primes, alters 'I)o ' to '_Pl', and recalculates V(¢); continues 
to repeat, each time effectively adding 1 to the binary number 
b = V(p ~'-) V ( f  TM ~)... V(p~), 
wherep ~, is the propositional variable with x i primes, and x m > x~_ 1 > ' - ->  x 1. 
Provided no calculation yields V(¢) = 0, 
(5) when adding 1 to b yields a carry to the m q- 1st digit (all allocations 
of values to the p~, having been tested), deletes the string and stops on the 
right-hand endmarker, indicating acceptance. 
Comparison of two strings of primes to see which is the longer can be 
accomplished by successively "marking" one prime on each string in turn 
(e.g., by rewriting it temporarily as '!') until one string is exhausted. The 
following tabulation is a detail of the calculation of V(¢) for a given allocation 
to the p's: 'd ,  a --~ b, B, C' means 'From state A, scanning symbol a, rewrite 
it as b and go to state B, moving as C', and C may beL,  R or - - .  The phase 
of the operation starts with the automaton in state U 0 scanning the rightmost 
symbol of ¢. Suffixes h, i, j, k are 1 or 0; the operators n, c are represented 
throughout as n~, c, but the suffix is not significant at the start of the phase. 
Uo, ' -+ ' ,Uo ,L  
Uo , Pi --> Pil , Uo ,L  
Uo , n i -+ h i ,  U1, R 
U 1 , oql .-~ oq , U2i , L  Oql = nil , Cil ,P i l  
U2i ,n~-~n~l ,Uo ,L  k¼ 1- - i  
Uo , c, - .  c~ , G , R 
G , ~i --* ~ , G , R ~,~ = ni , c~ , p i  , ' 
UB,  O~tl ~ (~,, U4z , R °~tl = nz l ,  c~1, Pil  
U~i , ~ --* ~ , U4~ , R 0 9 = n~ , c~ , p j  , " 
U4i , ~1  ~ o~ , Us, j  , L ~1 = nj~ , cj~ , P;1 
G . ,  c~ -+ ch~, Co ,  L h = c(i, y)  
Uo ,#-+ #,  Uo ,R  
The calculated value of V(¢) is the suffix of the symbol scanned (the left-most 
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symbol of q~) in state U 6 . The function c(i,j) occurring in the penultimate 
line is defined c(1, 1) = c(0, 1) = c(0, 0) = 1, c(1, 0) = 0. 
The initial operation of checking that the input string is a formula can 
clearly be carried out determinately, since the set of formulae is a C 1 (or at 
worst a CF) language. Hence all operations may be determinate. 
The result may clearly be generalised to 
THEOREM 2. For any propositional ogic L that has a finite characteristic 
model, there is a DLB automaton that accepts just the theorems of L. 
The proof is closely similar, in which suffixes may assume any finite 
number of values. 
Examples of such logics are the Lukasiewicz many-valued systems Ln.  
The following argument shows that the method of Theorems 1 and 2 
does not extend to the case of monadic predicate logic, although the set of 
formulae of this logic is again a C1, or at worst a CF, language. Given a 
formula containing m predicates f~l,.. . ,f*~ (where the xi are numbers of 
primes) there are 2 ~ possible states of the elementary propositions f~a  in 
respect of a single individual a, whence a model adequate to testing for 
theoremhood must contain at least 2 ~ individuals, and the number of value 
allocations to elementary propositions must be of order 22~. The number of 
spaces on the tape occupied by m occurrences of different predicate variables 
need be only of order m 2, and the total length of the formula containing them 
need be at most a constant multiple km 2 of this. Given a vocabulary of size v 
there are at most v km~ different strings of this size, and this figure is out- 
stripped by 2 ~ as m increases. Hence, it is not possible for the distinct value 
allocations to be notated, and the test of theoremhood cannot be carried out. 
In fact this argument suggests, though it does not prove, that the theorems 
of monadic predicate logic are not a DLB language. A similar argument can 
be applied to the case of standard modal logics and (by connection with 
modal $4) intuitionist propositional logic. 
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